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In modern scholarship, the "late" period of the Roman army begins with the accession of the Emperor
Diocletian in AD 284, and ends in 476 with the deposition of Romulus Augustulus, being roughly coterminous
with the Dominate.During the period 395â€“476, the army of the Roman Empire's western half progressively
disintegrated, while its counterpart in the East, known as the East Roman army (or ...
Late Roman army - Wikipedia
Roman technology is the collection of techniques, skills, methods, processes, and engineering practices
which supported Roman civilization and made possible the expansion of the economy and military of ancient
Rome (753 BC â€“ 476 AD).. The Roman Empire was one of the most technologically advanced civilizations
of antiquity, with some of the more advanced concepts and inventions forgotten ...
Roman technology - Wikipedia
7 History of Metals Ancient Metals â€“ Most metals naturally occur as minerals or compounds â€“ Ancient
man used Gold, Silver or Copper because they naturally existed in the form of metals
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